Objective. To examine preferences for HIV test methods using conjoint analysis, a method used to measure economic preferences (utilities). Data Sources. Self-administered surveys at four publicly funded HIV testing locations in San Francisco, California, between November 1999 and February 2000 (n 5 365, 96 percent response rate). Study Design. We defined six important attributes of HIV tests and their levels (location, price, ease of collection, timeliness/accuracy, privacy/anonymity, and counseling). A fractional factorial design was used to develop scenarios that consisted of combinations of attribute levels. Respondents were asked 11 questions about whether they would choose ''Test A or B'' based on these scenarios. Data Analysis. We used random effects probit models to estimate utilities for testing attributes. Since price was included as an attribute, we were able to estimate willingness to pay, which provides a standardized measure for use in economic evaluations. We used extensive analyses to examine the reliability and validity of the results, including analyses of: (1) preference consistency, (2) willingness to trade among attributes, and (3) consistency with theoretical predictions. Principal Findings. Respondents most preferred tests that were accurate/timely and private/anonymous, whereas they had relatively lower preferences for in-person counseling. Respondents were willing to pay an additional $35 for immediate, highly accurate results; however, they had a strong disutility for receiving immediate but less accurate results. By using conjoint analysis to analyze new combinations of attributes, we found that respondents would most prefer instant, highly accurate home tests, even though they are not currently available in the U.S. Respondents were willing to pay $39 for a highly accurate, instant home test. Conclusions. The method of conjoint analysis enabled us to estimate utilities for specific attributes of HIV tests as well as the overall utility obtained from various HIV tests, including tests that are under consideration but not yet available. Conjoint analysis offers an approach that can be useful for measuring and understanding the value of other health care goods, services, and interventions.
Increasing the number of individuals knowing their HIV status continues to be a major public health goal (Centers for Disease Control 2001) . Although the importance of early HIV testing has increased as new and effective treatments for HIV have become available, it has been estimated that one-third of infected people in the United States still do not know their HIV status (Sweeney et al. 1997; Bozzette et al. 1998) . Several new methods of testing have been developed, including home specimen collection tests (''one week home tests''), where blood samples are collected at home and then sent to a laboratory Phillips et al. 2000) , rapid tests (Kassler et al. 1997) , urine tests (Urnovitz et al. 1999) , and oral fluids (swab) tests (Ferri 1998) . These new testing methods may decrease barriers to testing and be more costeffective than standard methods. However, there has been tremendous controversy over these new methods; for example, there was almost 10 years of bitter debate before the FDA (Food and Drug Administration) approved the home collection test (Phillips et al. 1998) .
The controversy over new HIV testing methods is likely to accelerate as new technologies are developed that could result in the approval of instant home tests. In the United States, as of March 2002, one home collection test (CONFIDE, manufactured by Home Diagnostics, Inc.) and one rapid test (SUDS, manufactured by Murex) had been approved by the FDA. However, the home collection test does not provide instant results and the rapid test requires trained personnel and laboratory facilities and is for screening purposes only. Several other rapid tests have been developed and are being used in other countries and for investigational studies in the United States. None of these companies have stated that they plan to seek approval for use of these tests as instant home tests. However, several companies are in the process of seeking approval for rapid tests that are accurate, easy to use, do not require specialized equipment or lab technicians (Orasure Technologies 2001) , and that could in the future be marketed as instant home tests.
Although several studies have examined barriers to testing using attitude surveys (e.g., Phillips 1993; , to our knowledge there have not been any preference-based surveys of HIV testing methods (i.e., surveys measuring utilities based on economic theory). In this study, we use a multiattribute, stated preference method called ''conjoint analysis.'' Stated preference techniques include the methods of preference weighting (e.g., rating scales, standard gamble, and time trade-off), willingness to pay as measured by contingent valuation surveys, and ''conjoint analysis.'' Conjoint analysis is an approach to measuring preferences (utilities) that estimates both overall preferences for a good or service as well as preferences for its specific attributes. Conjoint analysis surveys involve comparing hypothetical scenarios by ranking, rating, or choosing a particular scenario. For example, respondents may be asked to choose from ''Test A'' and ''Test B,'' where each test is described using a series of attribute levels (e.g., a test at a doctor's office costing $100 or a test at a public clinic costing $25). Conjoint analysis has been widely used in several fields of economics as well as in marketing research (e.g., Viscusi, Magat, and Huber 1991; Adamowicz, Louviere, and Williams 1994) . However, although the use of conjoint analysis to examine health care interventions is increasing, it is not yet widely used or understood by many health care researchers (e.g., Ratcliffe 2000; Bryan et al. 1998; Singh et al. 1998; Farrar and Ryan 1999; Bryan et al. 2000; Johnson and Lievense 2000; Ryan, McIntosh, and Shackley 1998, Vick and Scott 1998; Ryan and Hughes 1997; .
The purpose of this study is to measure preferences for HIV testing using conjoint analysis and to demonstrate how conjoint analysis can be used in other contexts. Our study adds to the literature by: (1) analyzing HIV testing methods, a topic that has substantial clinical and policy interest, (2) using extensive analyses to examine the reliability and validity of the results, and (3) demonstrating how conjoint analysis can be applied to other health care interventions.
We chose conjoint analysis to analyze HIV testing methods for several reasons. First, conjoint analysis is strongly rooted in economic theory. It is derived from key assumptions of welfare economics--that economic agents, when presented with a choice, will prefer one bundle of goods over another, and that agents will attempt to maximize their satisfaction or ''utility'' when making choices. This basis in utility theory allows one to use powerful statistical techniques to model preferences and their interrelationships. Thus, we were able to develop new insights about preferences for HIV testing.
Second conjoint analysis quantifies the contribution of individual attribute levels to utility as well as the utility of complete test profiles. Thus, we were able to examine the utility provided by, for example, fingerstick samples, as well as the utility of tests composed of a combination of attributes that includes fingerstick samples.
Third, conjoint analysis allows quantification of the utility obtained from process attributes as well as outcome attributes. HIV tests provide utility not only through its impact on health outcomes, but also through factors related to the process of care such as where and how the test is conducted. The measurement of multiple process and outcome utilities using other preference measurement approaches such as contingent valuation is problematic (Donaldson et al. 1995; Donaldson and Shackley 1997) .
Fourth, conjoint analysis allows utility estimation for any combination of attributes, including combinations that represent goods or services that may not currently be available. This feature is particularly important for examining HIV tests because of the need to develop new test methods that will encourage individuals to be tested.
Another reason we chose conjoint analysis is that it can be used to estimate willingness to pay for use in economic evaluations. In contrast to contingent valuation surveys (O'Brien and Gafni 1996) , conjoint analysis surveys do not ask respondents directly for their willingness to pay. Rather, if price is included as an attribute, respondents make trade-offs between price and other attributes. Therefore, willingness to pay can be indirectly estimated, which may elicit more realistic estimates.
Lastly, conjoint analysis may better mimic actual decision making because it requires respondents to make trade-offs in a choice context. In contrast, attitude surveys do not impose a resource constraint; for example, respondents can rate all attributes as ''extremely important'' without having to evaluate trade-offs.
METHODS

Conceptual Framework
Conjoint Analysis is derived from early work in mathematical psychology (Luce and Tukey 1964) and is consistent with a random utility framework . Conjoint analysis surveys involve comparing hypothetical scenarios by ranking, rating, or choosing a particular scenario. These choices indicate the relative importance of the product attributes and provide data for estimating utility functions. Parameter estimates indicate the marginal rates of substitution among attributes. When price is included as an attribute, its parameter can be used to rescale utility differences to calculate money-equivalent values or willingness to pay. The technique is based on three concepts: 1. Each good or service is a bundle of potential attributes. 2. Each individual has set of unique relative utility weights for attribute levels. 3. Combining the utilities for different attributes provides an individual's overall relative utility (Singh et al. 1998 ).
Survey Procedures
We developed a survey to examine both attitudes and preferences (utilities) about HIV tests. A previous paper (Skolnik et al. 2001 ) reported on the results from the attitude component as well as details of the survey procedures and sample population, while the accompanying paper compares the results from the attitude and conjoint analysis survey components as well as from focus groups (Phillips et al. 2001) . Three pilots of the instrument were conducted to determine whether the survey language and the chosen attributes and their levels were appropriate, and to test the survey procedures. Surveys were fielded at four publicly funded HIV testing locations in San Francisco, California, between November 1999 and February 2000. Of the 380 HIV testers approached, 365 agreed to complete the survey (96 percent response rate). Similar procedures for testing and counseling were in place at all sites: tests were anonymous, free of charge, and included counseling.
The two part, 10-15 minute, self-administered survey was designed to be completed while respondents waited for their counseling and testing sessions. Respondents were paid $5 upon completion. We excluded 11 respondents who either did not get tested after completing the survey or who were missing large amounts of key data. Additionally, we excluded one respondent whose choices were arbitrary (chose Test A each time).
Steps in Survey Development and Analysis
Conjoint Analysis has been defined as consisting of five steps , which we use as a framework for describing our methods:
1. Defining attributes 2. Assigning attribute levels 3. Creating scenarios 4. Determining choice sets and obtaining preference data 5. Estimating model parameters.
The appendix provides a brief primer on the methods of conjoint analysis.
Step 1: Defining Attributes
We defined eight key features of an HIV test based on literature review, previous work, a focus group, review by experts, and pilot surveys ( Table 1 ). The attributes chosen were found to be meaningful to test users and relevant for developing new tests and policies. The attributes of timeliness and accuracy, as well as privacy and anonymity, were combined because they are inherently linked and in order to avoid implausible combinations of attribute levels. For example, it is illogical to have a test that takes one to two weeks but is less accurate and it is impossible to have a test that is completely private (i.e., no one knows the results) but that is linked with the tester's name. The attribute of privacy/anonymity thus captures both the method by which someone receives his or her test result (i.e., face-to-face contact or not) and what happens with test results, that is, whether they are anonymous or confidential (names are recorded and then reported if the individual is HIV-positive). Levels in parentheses will be referred to as the ''baseline scenario.''
Step 2: Assigning Levels
Attribute levels were identified and reviewed for appropriateness and wording by experts in HIV testing and by a focus group of HIV testing counselors (Table 1) . These levels represent the most relevant possibilities given current and expected future developments in HIV testing methods.
Step 3: Creating Scenarios
In this study, as in most conjoint analysis studies, the large number of possible combinations of attributes and levels made it implausible to generate a design based on all possible combinations. Thus, we used a fractional factorial design (based on an algorithm by [Zwerina, Huber, and Kuhfeld 1996] ) to reduce the number of paired comparisons to the smallest number necessary for efficient estimation of utility weights (Dey 1985) . This design maximized the four properties of efficient designs (Zwerina, Huber, and Kuhfeld 1996; Huber and Zwerina 1996) :
Level balance: levels of an attribute occur with equal frequency; Orthogonality: the occurrences of any two levels of different attributes are uncorrelated; Minimal overlap: cases where attribute levels do not vary within a choice set should be minimized; Utility balance: the probabilities of choosing alternatives within a choice set should be as similar as possible. Step 4: Determining Choice Sets and Obtaining Preference Data
Our survey employs two-alternative discrete choice questions with no opt-out or reference alternative. This discrete choice approach was preferred because it mimics many real-life decisions and is consistent with random utility theory. Scenarios were placed into choice-set pairs (choice sets) by maximizing the D-efficiency score (Zwerina, Huber, and Kuhfeld 1996) . Based on this criterion, 11 choice tasks were created for each survey version. Each version included two consistency checks, one question to address stability of preferences and another to address monotonicity (discussed further below). Respondents were randomized to receive one of six survey instruments.
Step 5: Estimating Model Parameters
Survey responses are interpreted as utility differences between the choice . Each time respondents make a choice, they select the alternative that leads to a higher level of utility. The dependent variable is the response choice and the differences in levels for each attribute are the independent variables included in the model. Thus, we estimated the utility function as:
where U ijr is individual i 's utility for alternative r in choice set j ( j 5 1,y,10), and alternative r represents choosing either scenario A or B V i ( )is the nonstochastic part of the utility function X ijr is a vector of attribute levels (except for price) in choice set j for alternative r p ijr is a scalar representing the price level attribute in choice set j for alternative r Z i is a vector of personal characteristics b i is a vector of attribute parameters and d i is the price parameter Then, for person i, the utility difference in the attribute profile between scenario A and scenario B for question j is defined as:
Personal characteristics do not vary between alternatives for each individual. However, we may hypothesize that attribute importance is related to personal characteristics of the respondent. Such nonrandom variation in preferences can be modeled by constructing interaction terms between a personal characteristic and an attribute already in the model. The last two summations of V ijA and V ijB represent the interactions of interest between attributes already in the model and personal characteristics specific to our model.
The discrete choice nature of the questions suggests that either a logit or probit model be used to model the data. We assume normally distributed errors and thus use probit to obtain parameter estimates. A random-effects model is necessary to account for the potential correlation introduced by repeated observations on each respondent.
Effects coding was chosen over dummy coding of categorical variables. Using effects coding, one can compute an effect size for each attribute level, whereas with dummy coding the parameter estimate for the baseline (omitted) category cannot be recovered. When using effects coding, parameter estimates sum to zero whereby the parameter value for the base category is equal to the negative sum of the parameter values for all other categories of that variable (Appendix). Therefore, unlike the dummy coded model in which the base category is incorporated into the intercept, in an effects-coded model the intercept is a reflection of other attributes not included in the model and statistical significance is evaluated relative to the mean effect, which is normalized at zero, rather than relative to the omitted category.
STATA, version 6.0, (www.stata.com) was used for the majority of the modeling and was supplemented by bootstrapping analysis in SAS to calculate willingness-to-pay and predicted utility confidence intervals (Appendix). We estimated a main effects, attributes-only model and an interaction model that tested differences in preferences due to education, income, and sexual orientation (interactions with gender and testing and drug use history were not significant). We also estimated the propensity to choose a testing scenario by converting probit estimates to probabilities. From the main effects model, we averaged the absolute values of the attribute level coefficients to determine which attributes have the largest impact on utility. This method uses the information from all coefficients, rather than other approaches that use the range of coefficients . The coefficient for price was multiplied by $5 to reflect the most likely scenario in order to compare coefficient magnitudes.
Willingness-to-Pay Estimation and Comparison of Scenarios
Willingness to pay for each attribute level relative to the baseline level was calculated by dividing the coefficient differences by the price coefficient and subtracting from this the appropriate baseline attribute level willingness to pay (see Table 1 ). We calculated predicted utilities for four testing scenarios that are the most representative of current testing alternatives, and for nine testing scenarios that are of particular interest (Figures 1 and 2) . Confidence intervals for the willingness-to-pay estimates and predicted utilities were calculated using bootstrapping. Bootstrapping allows us to determine the confidence limits through repeated sampling, using parameter point estimates and their estimated variance-covariance matrix.
Validity Issues
If subjects' stated preferences violate welfare-theoretic principles, we cannot impute valid welfare values for these subjects. However, conjoint analysis tasks are cognitively challenging and even the most attentive subjects with well-behaved preferences may report some inconsistent responses. Thus, the challenge is to evaluate whether consistency failures are serious enough to invalidate the welfare-theoretic validity of a subject's responses. We thus examined the validity of responses in detail rather than simply excluding inconsistent respondents.
We used three approaches to measuring validity: (1) consistency of preferences, (2) willingness to trade, and (3) consistency with theoretical predictions.
(1) Internal consistency was measured in two ways. The first is a test of monotonicity, which postulates that a subject should prefer more rather than less of any good. In the survey we included a ''dominant pair'' comparison in which all attributes of one scenario were the same as the other with the exception of price. We expected that subjects would prefer the lower price test, all other attributes held equal. The second method is a measure of stability by which subjects are asked to consider the same discrete-choice comparison twice (early and late in the survey instrument). We would expect subjects to make the same choice both times the question is offered.
Inconsistent respondents were defined as those who did not answer either one or both of the two consistency checks as expected. Overall, 32 percent of respondents were inconsistent (25 percent answered the repeated questions and 10 percent answered the dominant pair questions incorrectly). These levels are similar to those found in other studies, which range from 9 percent to 39 percent Ryan and Hughes 1997) . We also estimated three models that included varying levels of consistent responses to determine if preferences changed with degree of consistency. The first model included only consistent respondents; the second added respondents who were inconsistent on either one of the consistency measures; the third included all respondents (consistent, inconsistent on one measure, and inconsistent on both measures). Results from these models indicate that there are no apparent differences between the overall fit and the individual attribute level coefficients of the three models.
(2) Respondents who are not willing to trade (''dominant preferences'') may violate one of the tenets of utility theory. We classified respondents as exhibiting dominant preferences if they chose a specific attribute level every time it was offered, given that it was offered at least five times and excluding choices with the same level in both . Dominance can be distinguished from the stricter criteria of lexicographic preferences, which implies no substitution between any attributes . Using this definition, 28 percent of respondents exhibited dominant preferences. However, we did further analyses to determine if including respondents with dominant preferences biased the results rather than simply excluding them from analyses (Bryan et al. 2000) . Inspection of the willingness-to-pay point estimates and confidence intervals for the model consisting of all respondents compared to the model consisting of nondominant respondents suggested that the results were not biased, with the exception of phone-not-linked results.
(3) Theoretical validity was explored by examining the sign and significance of parameter estimates. Results were all as expected, including the negative coefficient for price.
In sum, we chose to include all respondents in our analysis because there was little evidence that doing so biased our results. In addition, we obtained valuable information even from respondents who were less consistent or willing to trade. Since lower socioeconomic status was associated with higher levels of inconsistency, we would have excluded a population of interest if these respondents had been excluded.
RESULTS
Respondents had relatively high levels of education and income levels compared to the U.S. population ( Table 2 ). The majority of respondents were male and there were a high proportion of gay males. The sample was diverse in terms of race/ethnicity, with one-third of the sample from minority groups.
Based on the sign and significance of the regression coefficients, we see that respondents preferred testing at a public clinic, swabbing of the mouth or urine test samples, immediate and highly accurate results, and testing where only they know the results or results are given either in-person or by phone without linking of names (Table 3) . Conversely, respondents did not prefer testing at a doctor's office, having blood drawn or a fingerstick to obtain the test sample, having to wait one to two weeks to get accurate results or getting immediate but less accurate results, results by phone or in-person with linking of names to results, and a higher price. Although respondents preferred inperson counseling, this coefficient was not significant.
We also averaged the absolute value of coefficients across levels of attributes (including the baseline coefficients) in order to estimate which attributes as a whole are most important to respondents. Privacy/anonymity is the most important attribute, followed by timeliness/accuracy, method of sample collection, location, price, and availability of counseling (Table 3) .
Compared to the baseline scenario (the ''public clinic'' scenario with $0 price and other attributes as defined above), increasing the price of testing to $5 would decrease the probability of choosing the baseline-testing scenario by 2 percent (not shown). Increasing the price to $25 would decrease the probability of choosing the baseline scenario by 9 percent. Conversely, changing from unlinked results and in-person counseling to linked results and phone counseling would decrease the probability of choosing the baseline scenario by 13 percent. Table 3 also shows the willingness to pay for attribute levels as compared to the baseline levels. For example, the attribute level for immediate, highly accurate results has the largest positive willingness-to-pay value, indicating willingness to pay an additional $35 to take a test with immediate, highly accurate results.
In the model including interactions with income, sexual orientation, and education, the interaction of (price * income) was significant, with higher income individuals (!$50,000 income) willing to pay more ( p 5 0.009) (not shown). The interaction of (price * sexual orientation) was also significant, with men-who-have-sex-with-men willing to pay less ( po0.001). The interactions of education with the privacy/anonymity variables were also significant, with higher educated respondents preferring unlinked in-person results ( p 5 0.03) and disliking linked results by phone ( p 5 0.03). Parameter estimates in the main effects and interaction models were similar, except that the levels of ''phone, not linked'' and ''person linked'' became nonsignificant in the interactions model. Figure 1 shows the predicted utilities for four test scenarios that represent ''typical'' testing scenarios. The most preferred scenario is a public clinic test, which assumes a blood draw, $0 price, accurate results in one to two weeks, in-person linked or unlinked results, and in-person counseling. Note that the predicted utility for even this test scenario is negative because it is less preferred than a public clinic test that has unlinked results (see Figure 2) . The next preferred test is an instant home test, followed by a one-week home test and a doctor's office test.
Comparison of Testing Scenarios
Several interesting results emerged when we examined how changes to representative testing scenarios could make tests more or less preferred (Figure 2) . The most striking example is that instant home tests had the highest utility if they could be both highly accurate and cost only $10 (instead of less accurate and $50, as assumed in the representative scenario). Respondents were willing to pay $39 for such a test, which is over twice the amount they were willing to pay for the baseline scenario ($15 for public clinic tests). Another example is that of one-week home tests. If they cost $10 (instead of $50) they would have similar utility as free public clinic tests with linked results.
When we examined the results assuming a $0 price, we found fewer differences in preferences among tests (not shown). On the one hand, the instant home test with highly accurate results was still the most preferred scenario. However, preferences became statistically equivalent (based on overlapping confidence intervals) for the following test scenarios: instant home tests with less accurate results, one-week home tests, unlinked testing at doctors' offices, and linked public testing.
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study to use a theoretically based and statistically rigorous approach to measure economic preferences (utilities) for HIV testing methods. We found that respondents value several HIV test attributes, particularly immediate/highly accurate, and private/anonymous testing. Interestingly, respondents disliked immediate but less accurate results, which is a feature of the rapid test currently being used in the United States and may be a feature of future rapid tests, including those developed for home use. Similarly, respondents disliked fingerstick tests, which is a feature of the only available home collection test in the United States and has also been proposed as a possible feature of future home tests.
The results suggest that the baseline testing scenario, which reflects the typical publicly funded clinic in the United States, provides relatively high utility levels for these respondents and that the value of such testing, as measured by willingness to pay, was greater than is typically charged. This is not surprising, given that these respondents chose to be tested at a public clinic.
However, by using conjoint analysis results to estimate utilities for new combinations of test attributes, we found that instant home tests would become at least as preferred as the baseline scenario (public clinic tests) if they were highly accurate and cost $10. These results are striking, given that these tests are not currently available and respondents were surveyed while waiting to obtain an HIV test at a public clinic. In a statewide survey of Californians, we found that more than one-third (39 percent) of respondents would consider using an instant home HIV test, including many respondents who had never been tested for HIV (Phillips and Chen, Working Paper) . These results, along with the results from the conjoint analysis survey, suggest that making instant home tests available may result in significant welfare gain. However, we found that instant home tests will gain wider acceptance if they have highly accurate results and are relatively inexpensive--but these are features that are not currently available in any tests being proposed and there are technical, regulatory, and policy barriers to providing such tests.
Conversely, there was a surprising lack of interest in home collection tests as described in our survey, given earlier estimates before the tests were approved that many people would use them . By using conjoint analysis, we were able to tease apart possible explanations for the lack of interest. Our results suggest that these tests are less valued because of the longer wait for results and the higher price.
This study illustrates how conjoint analysis can be used to examine other health care goods and services. Conjoint analysis is particularly useful when economic preferences and willingness to pay are relevant, when it is important to estimate relative preferences for individual attributes of goods and services, when the processes involved in obtaining the good or service are important, and when it is necessary to estimate preferences for goods and services that are currently unavailable.
Our study suggests additional areas for future research. There is a need for more research on how individuals value HIV testing and how this varies in different populations. In addition, it would be useful to understand how individuals value the outcomes provided by HIV testing (i.e., whether one is negative or positive). One challenge in examining this issue is that interventions such as HIV testing are not pure private goods, as people may value to provision of such services to others regardless of whether they plan to be tested. However, there has been little work to date on using conjoint analysis to measure social preferences (Ratcliffe 2000) .
LIMITATIONS AND CONCLUSION
Our sample was not generalizable to the U.S. population or the population of individuals at-risk for HIV, and our respondents may have had more welldefined preferences than these groups. However, a general population survey would not have been as relevant and a survey of untested but high-risk individuals would have been infeasible, given the difficulties associated with locating such individuals. Perhaps most importantly, studies have demonstrated the importance of repeated testing among individuals at high-risk , and therefore preferences for testing among our sample of tested individuals are still highly relevant to policy concerns. It should also be noted that our sample had a similar percentage of men-who-have-sex-withmen (MSM) as the number of HIV1 MSM in the United States and a high percentage of minorities, similar to the distribution of HIV1 individuals in San Francisco. Lastly, we had an extraordinarily high response rate, particularly for a self-administered conjoint analysis survey.
To conclude, the method of conjoint analysis enabled us to estimate utilities for specific attributes of HIV tests as well as the overall utility obtained from various HIV tests, including tests that are under consideration but not yet available. Conjoint analysis offers an approach that can be useful for measuring and understanding the value of other health care goods, services, and interventions.
APPENDIX: METHODS PRIMER ON CONJOINT ANALYSIS
We provide an introduction to the five key steps used in conducting a conjoint analysis. Readers should refer to for further information.
Defining attributes.
The first step is to identify the key characteristics of the good or service being evaluated. Literature reviews and interviews are often used for this purpose. 2. Assigning attribute levels.
The second step is to assign levels to each attribute that should be realistic ranges under which an attribute may vary. Levels can be cardinal, ordinal, or categorical. 3. Creating scenarios.
The third step is to develop hypothetical scenarios that combine different levels of attributes. In studies with small numbers of attributes and levels, scenarios can be created that include all possible combinations (''full factorial design''). However, in most studies, such designs are impractical because subjects' cognitive limitations and time constraints do not allow consideration of a large number of profiles. Thus, fractional factorial designs, which assume no interactions between attributes and that ensure the absence of multicollinearity, are used to reduce the number of scenarios. Several approaches, including proprietary and canned software packages (e.g., SPEED, SPSS ORTHOPLAN), have been used to create scenarios and place them into choice sets. 4. Determining choice sets and obtaining preference data.
The fourth step involves determining questions (choice sets) and then obtaining preference data using the choice sets. Preferences may be established using ranking, rating, or discrete choice exercises. The discrete choice approach is often chosen because it more closely resembles many real life decisions and is consistent with random utility theory . 5. Model estimation.
The final step in the conjoint analysis method is estimating preferences (utilities). Probit or logit analysis is used to estimate the utility function. Random effects models are commonly used to account for the multiple observations obtained from each individual.
For two-alternative choice sets, the dependent variable is the response choice and the differences in levels for each attribute are the independent variables included in the model. A dataset is thus created where the dependent variable is the person's choice and the independent variables are the difference in the attribute levels in the choice that the respondent saw. The choices would then be effects coded as follows:
(Note that, when using effects vs. dummy coding, the baseline category is coded as À 1.) If we subtract attributes of Choice B from Choice A we get a vector of attribute values for person i, question 1. X i1 5 [ 2 1 50 1 1 2 À 1 1 1 À 1 0 0 2] For a series of three different questions, for which respondent 101 chose scenarios A, B, and A respectively, the data set would be as follows:
ID Y X L1 X L2 X P X S1 X S2 X S3 X T1 X T2 X A1 X A2 X A3 X A4 X C Survey responses are interpreted as utility differences between the choice sets . Each time a respondent makes a choice, they are choosing the alternative that leads to a higher level of utility . Therefore, we can estimate an individual i 's utility for a commodity profile described by question j as
where U ijr is individual i 's utility for commodity profile described by question j ( j 5 1,y,10), and choice r represents choosing either scenario A or B
For an individual i 's utility profile, V i is the nonstochastic part of the utility function X ijr is a vector of attribute levels (except for price) in question j for choice r p ijr is a scalar representing the price level attribute in question j for choice r Z i is a vector of personal characteristics b i is a vector of attribute parameters and d i is the price parameter Then, for person i, the utility difference (with no personal characteristics included) in the attribute profile between scenario A and scenario B for question j is defined as:
ðb m X mAj Þ þ dp Aj À X 17 m¼0 ðb m X mBj Þ þ dp Bj
We do not observe DU ij directly. Instead, we observe choice C ij , which is discrete and related to the latent variable U ij . In using a random effects model, we incorporate an individual specific error term such that e ij ¼ Z ij þ l i where Z ij is the common error term and l i is the individual specific error term (Greene 1993) . Personal characteristics do not appear in equation 2 because they do not vary between choice sets within each individual. However, we may hypothesize that attribute importance is related to a personal characteristic of the respondent. Such nonrandom variation in preferences can be modeled by constructing interaction terms between a personal characteristic and an attribute already in the model. From the regression model, we can estimate:
The utility from individual attribute levels based on the magnitude, sign, and statistical significance of their coefficients. The total utility obtained from a combination of attribute levels based on predicted utility scores (calculated from estimated coefficients). The relative utilities obtained from attribute levels based on their relative size (adjusting for differences in measurement).
Willingness to trade between attribute levels based on the ratio of any two parameter coefficients (the marginal rate of substitution). Willingness to pay based on the ratio of a parameter coefficient to the cost coefficient (compared to the baseline level when relevant).
WILLINGNESS-TO-PAY CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
Bootstrapping is used to determine willingness-to-pay confidence intervals because willingness to pay is not a linear transformation of the coefficients' confidence intervals. The bootstrapping technique involves drawing a sample of 1,000 observations from a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector and variance-covariance matrix from the parameter estimates and variance-covariance matrix of the parameter estimates obtained from the main-effects only random-effects probit model. Each of these observations can then be used to compute corresponding attribute level willingness to pay. The 50th and 950th values represent the 95% confidence intervals for the respective attribute level willingness to pay.
VALIDITY ISSUES
Several approaches have been used to examine the validity of responses to conjoint analysis surveys, including tests of internal consistency and reliability; willingness to trade among attributes (analyses of dominant or lexicographic
